CITY OF HAMILTON
NOTICE OF MOTION

Committee Date: October 5, 2010

MOVED BY COUNCILLOR McHATTIE

10.1 Investigation of separation of the enforcement of the 12 Hour parking rule from complaints respecting abandoned vehicles

Whereas, the City of Hamilton’s 12 hour parking rule is important in allowing Public Works activities to be carried out as needed in neighbourhoods; and,

Whereas, it is important to be able to remove abandoned vehicles from neighbourhoods, but this may not be required within a 12 hour timeframe, and

Whereas, the 12 hour parking rule is enforced upon receiving a complaint, many of which are driven by neighbourhood disputes, and;

Whereas, many Hamilton citizens are concerned upon receipt of a 12 hour parking ticket, when for many years this was not enforced in their neighbourhood, or are frustrated when caught up in disputes between neighbours.

Therefore,

That staff be directed to explore separating the two issues of using the 12 hour parking rule for Public Works activities, and complaints from neighbours about abandoned vehicles, and report back on options for a reasonable time limit to guide action on abandoned vehicles.